
Railways only accepting passengers
BROUGHT and FACILITATED by State
Governments.
It is clarified that few Special trains which are being run for migrant
workers, pilgrims, tourists, students and other persons stranded at different
places, are being operated ON REQUEST of STATE GOVERNMENTS ONLY.
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Development of Museums and Cultural
Spaces (DMCS) begins Centenary
celebration of Satyajit Ray with the
launch of short film‘A Ray of Genius’
today
Ministry of Culture’s Development of Museums and Cultural Spaces (DMCS)
digitally launched the short film ‘A Ray of Genius’ to mark the beginning of
the centenary celebrations of Satyajit Ray today.
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Frontline warriors salute Corona
Warriors and VOW to continue
supporting the fight
            A press conference was conducted in Delhi today wherein Gen Bipin
Rawat, CDS accompanied by Gen MM Naravane, Chief of Army Staff, Admiral
Karambir Singh, Chief of Naval Staff, Air Chief Marshal RKS Bhadauria, Chief
of Air Staff addressed the média to acknowledge the efforts of the Corona
Warriors and vowed to continue the support of front-line warriors to them in
the coming days.
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PM Modi holds a review meeting to
discuss education Sector
PM Narendra Modi held a meeting today to deliberate on the issues and reforms
required in education sector including National Education Policy(NEP). 
Special emphasis was given on the use of technology in the education sector
and enhancing learning and adapting by the use of technology such as on-line
classes, education portal and class-wise broadcast on dedicated education
channels.
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Dr. Harsh Vardhan reviews preparedness
for AES in Bihar through Video
Conferencing
Dr.Harsh Vardhan today assured all support to the State Government of Bihar
for the containment and management of the Acute Encephalitis Syndrome (AES)
cases. He stated this during the review meeting for AES in Biharwith Shri
Mangal Pandey, Health Minister of Bihar through Video Conferencing, where he
took stock of the situation from the functionaries at grass-root level.
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